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Abstract
Annotation studies in CL are generally unscientific: they are mostly not reproducible, make use of too few (and often non-independent)
annotators and use guidelines that are often something of a moving target. Additionally, the notion of ‘expert annotators’ invariably
means only that the annotators have linguistic training. While this can be acceptable in some special contexts, it is often far from ideal.
This is particularly the case when subtle judgements are required or when, as increasingly, one is making use of corpora originating from
technical texts that have been produced by, and intended to be consumed by, an audience of technical experts in the field. We outline a
more rigorous approach to collecting human annotations, using as our example a study designed to capture judgements on the meaning
of hedge words in medical records.
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1. Introduction
Even when undertaken with the aid of one of the many
excellent annotation toolkits available, human corpus an-
notation is a time-consuming and cognitively loaded task.
It also typically requires a lot of training, with carefully-
constructed guidelines and regular monitoring. Most hu-
man annotation tasks thus involve a small number of anno-
tators, and although the standard is moving towards triple-
annotated documents, many studies still include a num-
ber of single annotated documents (see, e.g., Thompson
(2008)). This scenario (even with triple-annotations) is not
ideal in that it is unlikely to lead to robust models1, es-
pecially in cases where the annotation task requires subtle
judgements for which there is no established gold standard.
Such cases instead require careful analysis of a represen-
tative set of language samples in a highly controlled labo-
ratory study involving a substantial number of annotators.
This is the purview of experimental psycholinguistics.

We describe here our use of standard techniques from
experimental psycholinguistics (and more generally, exper-
imental psychology) for gathering human judgements of
linguistic data from an established corpus. We ground our
description in an annotation study we have conducted on
the use of linguistic hedges in medical communication, as
a preliminary to applying machine-learning techniques for
information extraction of medical decisions/opinions in a
large corpus of electronic patient records.

2. Vagueness in medical communication
“Medical vagueness refers to the inherent

and irreducible uncertainty that occurs when
clinical knowledge is applied to specific pa-
tients”(Emanuel and Emanuel, 1989)

This vagueness is mostly expressed in medical documents
through the use of linguistic hedges – i.e., modifiers such as

1See Krippendorff (2004) for an extended discussion of this
point.)

“possibly <diabetes>”, “probably <diabetes>”, “consis-
tent with <diabetes>” etc. (see, e.g., Hyland (2006)). Con-
sider for example these fairly typical excerpts taken from
radiology reports:

Possible early pneumonia involving the lingual
and possibly the right middle lobe.

Mild perihilar bronchial wall thickening may rep-
resent either viral infection or reactive airways
disease.

Subtle ill defined opacity in the left lower lobe
could represent pneumonia in the appropriate
clinical setting.

Left posterior lung base opacity which appears
somewhat homogeneous which is somewhat atyp-
ical for consolidation.

The issue for us, is to understand the level of (un)certainty
of the state of affairs that these various hedges are intended
to convey, especially in a medical setting. More specifi-
cally, faced with the task of extracting information about
diagnoses, symptoms etc. from electronic patient records,
how should we treat information that is couched in spec-
ulative language? To achieve a robust model of the map-
pings between specific hedges and levels of (un)certainty,
we need to attend to a number of methodological factors.

3. Methodological requirements
3.1. Variability between and within annotators
Studies in non-medical domains have suggested that the as-
signment of certainty levels to hedges is highly variable
(Budescu and Wallsten, 1985). Variability may occur for
a range of reasons including context effects of the sentence
on hedge interpretation, effects of prior beliefs about the
hedge proposition and effects on accuracy resulting from
differing levels of conscientiousness/fatigue that may occur
over the course of the annotation episode. The challenge is



therefore to design a study that will control for unwanted
variability and allow us to derive statistical idealisations
that account for such effects.

3.2. Method of data collection
For good quality annotations theres an obvious requirement
that the annotators themselves are well qualified to make
the judgements. In a case such as ours, we need to make
sure that the annotators are very experienced in the lan-
guage of medical records as regular authors and/or read-
ers of such documents. Additionally, the study requires a
large sample of such time-committed individuals who will
be prepared to engage fully in the task and to carry it out
to completion. It is difficult to get professional medics to
devote the time required for annotation. The challenge is
therefore to employ an alternative method of data collection
that will be effective in recruiting a large sample of appro-
priately trained annotators whilst providing reliable data.

3.3. Efficacy of the annotation task
In order to ensure that all annotators are applying the same
criteria for any given judgement, the standard procedure in
corpus linguistics is to develop annotation guidelines that
provide clear criteria for each tag in the annotation set. This
of course requires some a priori understanding of meaning
of the elements in the tagset (e.g., named entities, confer-
ence, parts of speech, diagnoses/symptoms etc.). Another
important challenge for any annotation task is to make it
efficient in terms of both the required time and cognitive
effort needed to perform the task, and also its capacity to
be correctly understood and followed. Ideally, the task
should minimise opportunities for errors and unconscien-
tious judgments, thus improving overall data quality. There
are a range of task-design features that are critical to meet-
ing these challenges, including ensuring that the scheme
and instructions are simple, intuitive and unambiguous, and
presenting the test materials in ways that facilitate correct
comprehension.

3.4. Assessing the validity of annotations
An important requirement for determining data quality is
to eliminate data resulting from participants who do not
adhere to the task instructions. A critical methodological
challenge is therefore to design methods for identifying in-
valid data resulting from non-compliance of task instruc-
tions.

4. Solution methodology
We designed our annotation study as a web-based psy-
cholinguistic experiment that required a forced-choice re-
sponse to hedged sentences taken from a corpus of medical
records. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of what participants
saw. With each response they make, subjects in the study
are effectively annotating the hedge that appears in the sen-
tence under consideration.

4.1. Corpus
We made use of the BioScope corpus of electronic medical
records, which contains 855 sentences already tagged for
speculative language (i.e., hedges and their scope) (Vincze

Figure 1: Snapshot of an example of participants’ view of
the study

et al., 2008). We manually cleaned up the corpus to re-
move obvious annotation errors and to eliminate ambiguous
or semantically complex cases, involving e.g., alternatives,
coordination, or multiple hedges. This left us with a pool
of 313 sentences. The distribution of hedges in the corpus
followed the typical Zipf profile: ranging from 108 tokens
of “may” (e.g., “Mild perihilar bronchial wall thickening
may represent reactive airways disease.”) to many cases for
which there were only a few, or even only one, token. Of
these we selected the top most frequent hedges types with
the cutoff point being ones for which there were six of more
tokens; this gave us 18 types of hedges. Finally, we ran-
domly selected six tokens of each type2. This provided 108
(6 x 18) hedged sentences for our study.

For each of the selected sentences, we highlighted the
scope of the hedge (in blue, as shown in Figure 1). The
highlighting feature was aimed at facilitating task consis-
tency by ensuring that the object (i.e., scope) of the hedge
was clearly signalled. Highlighting only the scope rather
than the hedge itself was intended to make it more difficult
for participants to simply work through the sentences with-
out reading them fully, making decisions by looking at the
hedge word(s) only.

4.2. Variability between and within annotators
To address this issue, we chose to collect data from a large
sample of subjects/annotators and, from each a sample of
responses to the same hedge. This approach to providing
estimates of the central tendency of values and dispersion
(as normally employed in psychology experiments) will al-
low us to identify and account for the variability effects de-
scribed above, and provide an approximate measure of the
nature of such variability within the population.

4.3. Annotation task
Tags were selected through an answer to the question:

Based on the language used, what’s the doctor’s
view of the likelihood of the condition highlighted
in blue?

2Where there were only six tokens, we chose all six.



Many linguistic studies on hedges employ a classification
schema that involves a probability scale attached to lexi-
cal labels. The problem with this is that on the one hand,
classifying with the verbal labels forces readers to map one
hedge onto to yet another, which obviously introduces un-
wanted circularity; on the other hand, classifying according
to probability introduces complex problems of its own (see
Clark (1990) for a discussion). To avoid this, we chose in-
stead to employ a likelihood scale (as shown in Figure 1)
that comprises 11 points that can be mapped onto values
from 0% to 100% with 10% intervals. Although 0% and
100% may be considered unrealistic commitments, the de-
sign of the scale, including the minimum and maximum
slots, provides a familiar metric frame of reference for as-
signing likelihood values that can be treated as interval data
for data analysis.

4.4. Method of data collection
The study used SurveyMonkey, a web based survey
tool, to collect annotation data. We acquired annotators
through targeted emails sent to professional newsgroups
in medicine and biomedicine and to colleagues in medi-
cal schools. To control for possible effects of professional
experience, we gathered information from participants on
their medical training. We also collected information on
their native language; given the subtlety of the judgements
required, and the well-known differences of some distinc-
tions between British and American English, this allowed
us to control and thus account for effects of language expe-
rience.

4.5. Annotation procedure
For the core part of the study, participants were required to
work their way through six pages of annotation materials
(such as that shown in Figure 1). Each contained one token
of each of the 18 hedges, plus a dummy sentence. Partici-
pants were not able to advance to the next page unless they
had responded to all sentences. To avoid practice/fatigue
effects and the adoption of strategies that involve reusing
(from memory or the survey) a previously given response
to the same hedge, the order of presentation of sentences
within each page was randomised per participant, and it was
not possible for participants to look back at pages they had
already completed.

Prior to embarking on the main study, participants com-
pleted requests for profile information, and went through a
short practice session. The full task took about 20 minutes
to complete.

4.6. Eliminating invalid annotations
The dummy sentences were included to aid identification
of problematic data. They each involved a (different) hedge
whose likelihood values were judged by us to be at one of
the extreme ends of the likelihood scale (e.g., “It is certain
that the patient has pneumonia”). As the prejudged likeli-
hood ratings of the majority of test hedges were distributed
around the centre rather than the extreme ends of the likeli-
hood scale, the probability of an arbitrary choice conform-
ing with the typical distribution of values by chance was
thus minimised.

5. Validity of the methodology
The focus of this paper is to describe a scientifically rigor-
ous method for collecting human judgements/annotations
of linguistic data. The method we describe here ensures
that the study is reproducible (Krippendorff, 2004):

• the task is intuitive;

• the instructions are clear and the opportunities for
scoping ambiguities are close to zero;

• all participants/coders work independently using ex-
actly the same instructions;

• the choice of coders is clearly specified, and there are
opportunities to examine the differences between dif-
ferent categories of coders; clear criteria are formu-
lated for identifying errant coders;

• the coding materials are a representative sample of a
‘clean’ subset of the corpus, thus reducing the oppor-
tunities for context effects and/or ambiguities.

• the reliability of responses is enhanced by the use of
repeated measures; many (and the same) judgements
were collected from each participant for each hedge
type, and all participants judged the full set of materi-
als;

• the opportunities for practice effects are reduced (and
controlled), since the materials are presented to the
participant coders each in a different random order.

Turning to the results of the study: we collected 13,176
annotations of the 18 hedges from 122 annotators, at a total
cost of £100.

Our assessment of the within-3 and between-
annotator4 consistency (as indexed by measures of
variability/dispersion) suggests that nearly all participants
correctly adhered to the task instruction; only a small
number had to be eliminated (3 in 122). Of these, two were
eliminated on basis of atypical responses on the dummy
sentences and also giving the same responses to all the
statements. Although the particular design of the dummy
sentences was a useful feature, it was not a sensitive to all
problem data. For example, one respondent consistently
made a likelihood judgement of “definitely does/100%” to
all “no evidence” hedge statements (e.g., “No evidence of
acute cardiopulmonary disease”); this suggests that he/she
may have confused the goal of determining objective

3The within consistency value is computed by taking the SD
of the ratings for a single participant to a set of hedge instances
belonging to a single hedge type. Let’s call this a w value for a
hedge type. The within values reported in this paper is the average
for all w values across all hedge types and across all participants.

4The between consistency value is computed by deriving the
mean ratings for a single participant to a set of hedge instances
belonging to a single hedge type. The standard deviations of these
means between all participants for a given hedge types are then
derived for each hedge type. Hence you will have list of between
subject SDs for each hedge type. The average between consis-
tency value in the paper is the mean of all the SDs for a hedge
type.



likelihood with certainty of belief. Hence in addition to
the dummy manipulations, the computation of deviant
test scores also provided useful grounds for identifying
potentially problematic data.

Focussing our attention on only those participants who
are native speakers of British or American English, the
results show that variation, as measured by standard de-
viation, is low both within (SD=7.79%) and between
(SD=8.95%) annotators. The low standard deviations in-
dicate that the results for each hedge are clustered closely
around its mean. The within-participant result shows that
even though the expressions being examined are inherently
vague, participants’ judgements are typically (about 68%,
assuming a normal distribution) within a point on either
side of their mean judgement score (on the scale shown in
Figure 1). The low between-participant result is particu-
larly telling: it shows that participants’ judgements tend to
all fall very much within the same range on the scale.

A 2 X 2 X 18 mixed Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
was conducted to investigate effects of training group, lan-
guage group and hedge types on within-subject consistency
with repeated measure on the later factor. The ANOVA
with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed that the
main effect of hedge type was highly statistically signifi-
cant (F(8.47, 753.97) = 8.22, P>0.0005). The main effects
of training group and language group were not statistically
significant and neither were any of the interactions between
the three factors. Average SDs for within-subject consis-
tency ranged from 5.27% for the ‘no evidence’ hedge type
to 11.00% for the ‘questionable’ hedge type. These results
are consistent with the hypothesis that hedge types differ in
terms of the semantic vagueness of the likelihood they con-
vey and suggest that the methodology employed could be
used to provide a statistical measure of such vagueness.

The data allowed differences between hedge types for
between-subject consistency to be identified. Standard
deviations for between-subject consistency ranged from
6.72% for the ‘most likely’ hedge type to 14.32% for the
‘questionable’ hedge type. Such data provides detailed
measures of agreement between participant for particular
hedge types contingent on the sampling methodology em-
ployed in the study.

The result of the data suggest that the methodology sup-
ports higher-order classification of hedge types. For exam-
ple, a high degree of similarity in average likelihood rat-
ings for particular groups of hedge types were observed for
hedge types within the following groups [‘possibly’, ‘pos-
sible’, ‘may’], [‘suggests’, ‘likely’, ‘probably’, ‘probable’]
and [‘consistent with’, ‘most consistent with’, ‘most likely’,
‘most compatible with’] differing amongst each other only
by approximately 1% or less. Such grouping were readily
accessible in graphical representations of the data.

The observed variability is consistent with the proposal
that participants responded to each hedge-sentence on it
own terms rather than employ response-reuse strategies,
and that there was a high degree of consistency in their
judgements/annotations; the design features of the study are
likely to have played a significant role in helping to identify
and eliminate sources of dirty data. The observed variabil-
ity also suggests that the acquired model of the meanings

of the selected hedges in a medical setting will be robust.

6. Conclusions
Our approach provides a clear and scientific method for

gathering annotations on a corpus. It also provides a new
alternative to crowd-sourcing (e.g., via Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk) as a means of gathering large numbers of annota-
tions at low cost. It has been suggested that crowd-sourcing
of annotations leads to no meaningful loss in data quality
compared to that obtained from ‘expert’ annotators — at
least for the tasks studied (affect recognition, word similar-
ity, recognising textual entailment, event temporal ordering
and word sense ambiguation) (Snow et al., 2008). The term
‘expert’ here applies to linguistic experience.

Our data suggest that the another kind of ‘expertise’
of annotators can be a critical factor, at least when sub-
tle judgements about a domain are required: expertise in
the sublanguage of the domain. Our results show a (small
but) significant main effect of the domain expertise of our
annotators (2-way ANOVA, F(1, 89)=4.89, p<.05), with
medically-trained annotators consistently judging hedges
as expressing a greater likelihood — in other words, when
a doctor reads, for example, that in the view of a colleague
a given patient “probably has diabetes”, he or she will gen-
erally interpret the likelihood of that patient having diabetes
as greater than, say, the patient, would (assuming of course
that the patient is not also a medical professional). The
imperative to seek medical experts to annotate medical lan-
guage is an important finding of this study; while it has
been recognised in another recent study of electronic med-
ical records by Roberts et al. (2007), whose annotators “in-
clude” clinicians, bioinformaticians and medical students,
it is a point that is often overlooked. General linguistic ex-
pertise may be useful for many annotation tasks, but it is
not always enough and indeed, it is not always relevant.
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